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Europe
• Since 2005, all listed companies in EU regulated markets have been required to use IFRS for consolidated financial statement as a 

common set of standards to ensure the integration of EU (Foreign companies have been required to use standards assessed as 
equivalent to IFRS).

• A flexible response to ensure that member states’ own standards and systems that differ from IFRS are maintained and accounting 
practices of each country are respected through the separate treatment of consolidated and non-consolidated financial statements.

• Some provisions, such as those for financial instruments (hedge accounting sections of IAS39, IFRS9), are not applied taking 
economic impacts on each country into account.

• General opposition to a hasty development of standards due to the fact that the use of IFRS has already started in the EU region. 
Further, complaint about increased complexity of standards and delay in work resulting from convergence work by the IASB and U.S. 
FASB.

• Concern about the details of standards such as a lack of prudence in IFRS, issue of goodwill impairment, and a massive amount of
materials to be disclosed.

• This year, the European Commission started the review of IFRS within the EU region. Also, in March, the commission appointed a 
special adviser with an aim to reforming accounting-related bodies in Europe and increasing its influence in the formulation of IFRS.

U.S.
• Only the U.S. GAAP are applied to U.S. companies (Foreign companies are permitted to apply IFRS in 2007).

• Market players in the U.S. support the high-quality U.S. GAAP.

• In July 2012, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) published the Final Staff Report. It does not contain specific 
proposals concerning such issues as whether, how and when to adopt IFRS in the U.S. but provides detailed analyses of potential 
impacts.

• The U.S. (FAF, FASB) made clear its position that what should be aimed for from a realistic perspective is ensuring that standards 
are comparable (but not necessarily identical) across advanced capital markets.

• Continues convergence work with IASB to develop “globally comparable standards.”

• The remaining convergence issues to be tackled together with IASB include lease, revenue recognition, financial instruments and 
insurance and all of these pose challenges.

Response by Countries to IFRS (1) the U.S. and Europe
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Australia
• In 2005, Australia applied the Australian standards (same as IFRS) that underwent the approval procedure.

• Tentative decision of delaying the application of IFRS10 “Consolidated Financial Statements (revised edition).”

• The increased number of companies with concerns about the usefulness of profit indicators provided by IFRS presented another indicator. 
As a result, Australia announced the establishment of its own regulation.

India
• India planned to start applying IFRS in April 2011 but postponed the schedule due to the fact that adjustment with tax systems, etc. was 

not completed.

• Convergence work is ongoing. (Indian standards were assessed as equivalent by EU in April 2012 (with an effective period until 2014))

China
• In 2007, China started applying the Chinese standards formulated by making additions and deletions to IFRS. (Assessed as equivalent by 

EU in April 2012)
• Some provisions (e.g., reversal of impairment) excluded taking impacts on practical operations and comparability into account (no 

revision since 2006)
• The Chinese standards are accounting rules (= laws) within the unified national accounting system with the accounting law at the top and 

China denied the direct application of IFRS to maintain its own control.

South Korea
• In 2011, South Korea applied the K-IFRS that underwent the approval procedure to both consolidated and non-consolidated financial 

statements. (Assessed as equivalent by EU in April 2012)
The Asian currency crisis in 1997 led the country to adopt “international accounting standards.” 

• The application of IFRS to non-consolidated financial statements has impact on tax laws (taxable income) and company laws 
(distributable profits) as well.

• After the introduction of IFRS, large variations in the presentation of income were observed, and therefore the country’s own new 
provision requiring the disclosure of operating income (loss) was established.

Canada
• In 2011, Canada applied the Canadian standards (same as IFRS) that underwent the approval procedure. (Assessed as equivalent by 

EU in April 2012)
However, a measure was taken to permit rate regulated entities to delay the adoption of IFRS.

• Companies listed in the U.S. markets are allowed to use the U.S. standards, resulting in the application of dual standards.

Response by Countries to IFRS (2) Other Countries
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Recent Developments of IFRS (1) Governance

 Accounting Standards Advisory Forum (ASAF)
• The Accounting Standards Advisory Forum (ASAF) was established to serve as a technical advisory body to IASB and 

establish official relationship with various members of the global accounting standard-setting community.

• The ASAF is chaired by the IASB and an initial membership is shown as follows (to be reviewed in two years).

 Improvement of governance
• In February 2012, the Monitoring Board (MB) published a final report on the review of the IFRS Foundation’s governance 

and decided to expand its membership and required “use of IFRSs” and “funding contribution to IFRS Foundation” as 
membership criteria.

• This March, the MB finalized the approach to assessing members against the membership criteria and announced the 
appointment of Masamichi Kono, Vice Commissioner for International Affairs at the Financial Services Agency of Japan to 
serve as its chairperson.

• The assessment approach defines the “use of IFRSs” criterion.

・The use of IFRSs is mandated or permitted with the effect of actually exhibiting prominence of IFRS application.

・Exceptions are limited the cases where certain standards or parts of thereof are not relevant for economic or other 
conditions or could be contrary to public interest in the jurisdiction.
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Africa (1)
South African Financial Reporting Standards 
Council, supported by the Pan African Federation 
of Accountants (PAFA) 

Asia‐Oceania 
(3+1)

Accounting Standards Board of Japan 

Australian Accounting Standards Board

Chinese Accounting Standards Committee

Asia Oceania Standard Setters Group (AOSSG), 
represented by the Hong Kong Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants

Europe 
(3+1)

Accounting Standards Committee of Germany
European Financial Reporting Advisory Group 
(EFRAG)
Spanish Accounting and Auditing Institute

United Kingdom Financial Reporting Council 

The 
Americas 
(3)

Group of Latin American Standard Setters (GLASS) , 
represented by the Brazilian Committee of 
Accounting Pronouncements
Canadian Accounting Standards Board
United States Financial Accounting Standards Board



Recent Developments of IFRS (2) Standards

 MoU project with the U.S.
- The U.S. FASB and the IASB have started the joint project (including “MoU projects”) since April 2006.

- Currently issues such as (1) lease, (2) revenue recognition, (3) financial instruments and (4) insurance remain unsolved and 
had run into difficulties in the final stage.

- At the latest G20 meeting (February 2013), the participants expressed concern about the delays in convergence and asked 
for finalisation of the work by the end of 2013.

 Conceptual Framework
(The Conceptual Framework sets out the concepts that underlie the preparation of financial statements to provide useful 
information to users of those statements.)

- In 2004, a joint revision project was started with the U.S. FASB but has been on pause since 2006.

- In February 2013, discussion about revision was restarted as part of the independent project of IASB (using ASAF as an 
advisory body).

- The project sets an ambitious target, aiming to complete the work for publication by September 2015.

- Deliberation on the “concept of income” and “scope of application of fair value” which the global community including Japan 
is greatly concerned with is also planned to be made.

 Post-application review of existing standards
- Post-application review is conducted to research on whether existing standards work as intended and to collect practical 

information such as issues and costs relating to the application of standards.

- Following the work on IFRS8 “Operating Segments” (published in 2Q of 2013), the review of IFRS3 “Business 
Combinations” is scheduled.
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Issues over IFRS

: indicates issues raised by Japan (ASBJ) as areas for improvement of IFRS.

Conceptual 
framework

Individual 
standards

Convergence project

Inventories, 
last‐in first‐
out (IAS2)

Provisions, 
contingent 
liabilities 
(IAS37)

Reversal of 
impairment 
loss (IAS36)

Rate regulated entities
Application of IFRS to certain 

entities delayed

Other

Consolidated financial 
statements (IFRS10)
Australia, New Zealand 
and Singapore delayed 

application

Joint Arrangements 
(IFRS11)

Disclosure of interests in 
other entities (IFRS12)

Singapore delayed 
application

*Europe: 4 National Standard‐setting  bodies (France, 
Germany, Italy and the U.K.) and EFRAG published a 
paper on the direction of revision.
*U.S.: Has concern about quality and the because an 
ambitious timing.  Also keeps a close watch over 
consistency with its own framework.

etc.

Not 
covered

Emissions 
trading schemes

Business combinations 
under common control

Islamic transactions and 
financial instruments
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Overview of IFRS Development and Revision Process

Convergence project with the U.S.

Research project (for not covered areas)

etc.

Prioritised revision
Completion target: 

Sep. 2015

Project facing challenges

*G20’s concern about 
delay and request for 

finalisation by end 2013

- Emissions trading scheme
- Business combinations under common control

- Rate regulated entities
- Islamic transactions and financial instruments
(based on Sharia)

Post‐application review

(1) Operating 
segments (IFRS8)

(2) Business combinations 
(including goodwill) (IFRS3)

Commencement of 
research and study 
(within 18 months)

Survey of actual situations 
surrounding application of 
standards and revision of 

standards (Announcement in 
2Q for (1) and 

commencement in 2Q for (2))

: indicates issues raised by Japan (ASBJ) as areas for improvement of IFRS.

Consolidated
financial 
statements 
(IFRS10)

Australia and 
New Zealand 

delayed 
application

Research project (quality improvement)

etc.

・Agriculture (IAS41) Malaysia delayed application

・Intangible assets, mining activity, R&D activity (including development costs and goodwill)

Commencement of 
research and study 
(within 18 months)

Conceptual framework

etc.

Development/revision process mapping Future plan
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Issues for Improving IFRS
 The areas for improvement suggested by Japan are discussed as major issues across the world.

Note 1) Other comprehensive income: Gains and losses in equity for a period that are not recognised as net income (IAS1 Presentation of Financial 
Statements).

Note 2) Recycling: Process of including in net income an item previously reported in other comprehensive income (Section 9 of the Standards for 
Comprehensive Income).

Note 3) Fair value: Market value or, if market values are not available, estimates calculated using evaluation techniques (IFRS13 Fair Value Measurement). 

Areas for improvement Major issues

Net income 
and Other 
Comprehensive 
Income (Note 
1)

‐ The concept of net income is important in the 
context of cash flow and the realisation of 
investment return and recycling (Note2) should be 
applied in general.

‐ A conventional concept (components) of net income may be changed and 
presented net income would become less relevantas a performance indicator.
‐ Comprehensive income would neither reflect the realisation of investment 
return nor provide sufficient information on investment and management.

Measurement 
of fair value 
(Note 3)

‐ Proper measurement rules commensurate with 
the characteristics of assets and liabilities have not 
been established.
‐Measurement rules should be prepared taking 
into account the reliability of fair value 
measurement and feasibility in a practical 
environment.

‐ Fair value measurement without adequate conditions would result in 
variations from company to company.
‐ Requiring fair value of stocks with no market value available would result in 
practical difficulty and cumbersome chores and give rise to concerns about the 
reliability of estimates itself.

Capitalisation
of 
development 
costs

‐ Research on problems in rules for capitalising
development costs based on abstract requirements 
should be conducted and revision should be 
considered.

‐ Problems such as variations between companies and arbitrary manipulation 
would arise.
‐ In the context of Prudence, assets (development costs) with uncertain future 
economic benefit may be booked.

Non‐
amortisation of 
goodwill

‐ Goodwill is a cost that corresponds to future 
economic benefit arising from business acquisition 
and should be amortized in relation to future 
economic benefit, the outcomes of the acquisition.
‐ Cost/benefit assessment of non‐amortisation of 
goodwill should be conducted and revision should 
be consducted.

‐ A large amount of impairment loss occurring in a lump may make business 
performance more volatile.
‐ It is pointed out that (selective) downward reevaluation may be performed 
with an aim to achieving big bath effects.
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National Accounting Standards and IFRS
 In Japan, the Accounting Standards Board of Japan (ASBJ) within the Financial Accounting Standards 

Foundation (FASF, public interest incorporated foundation) plays a major role in examining and 
developing standards.

 The FSA (Financial Services Agency) has regulatory authority on accounting standard and the Business 
Accounting Council, advisory body to the Commission of the FSA, discusses policy directions and 
frameworks.

 For the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), there is no specific regulatory authority or 
body that officially establishes the standards. Introduction and implementation of the IFRS depends on 
authority system of each country.

Accounting standards

Standard-setter
(private body)

Regulatory authority
(public body)

Japanese GAAP U.S. GAAP

Accounting Standards Board
of Japan (ASBJ)

Financial Accounting 
Standards Board (FASB)

Business Accounting Council, 
Financial Services Agency

Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC)

Developing specific standards

Establishing a policy/system

Endorsement process of each country

IFRS

International Accounting 
Standards Board (IASB)

IFRS users

○ Comparison of the Japanese standards, U.S. standards and IRFS
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Development of International Standards and Deliberation in Japan
1973 The International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC, predecessor of IASB) founded. The International Accounting 

Standards (IAS) developed.
2000 IAS recognized as an international accounting standard by the International Organisation of Securities Commissions 

(IOSCO).

2001 IASC restructured to form IASB. The International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) developed.
2002 Convergence work between the US GAAP and IFRS commenced (Norwalk Agreement).

2005 Commenced application of IFRS to consolidated financial statements of listed companies within EU.

2007 Convergence work between the Japanese GAAP and IFRS (from 2005) were accelerated  (Tokyo Agreement).
2008 The US SEC announced the “Road Map” to determine whether to apply IFRS.

The Japanese GAAP and US GAAP assessed as equivalent to EU standards.

2009 The Interim Report announced by the Business Accounting Council of Japan’s Financial Services Agency (FSA)
- Voluntary application of IFRS from FY2010

- Decision on mandatory application of IFRS provisionally scheduled for 2012.

2010 Voluntary application of IFRS commenced in Japan.
2012 The Interim Discussion Paper announced by the Business Accounting Council of Japan’s FSA.

- Making efforts to harmonize accounting standards internationally, taking global circumstances and other factors into 

account
- Building up cases of voluntary application of the IFRS

- Identifying optimal responses, taking fully into account the objectives and impacts on the Japanese economy and 

systems.
- Making active contribution and properly expressing opinions in the course of the development of international 

accounting standards

The US SEC announced the results of impact assessment as a final report.
- No specific reference to whether and how to adopt IFRS, but detail analysis of the potential influence.

2013 The Business Accounting Council of the FSA  issued “The Present Policy on the Application of IFRS”
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Present Policy on the Application of IFRS（Business Accounting Council）

 Business Accounting Council (FSA) was restarted from March 2013 and continued deliberations on 
IFRS based on “Previous Discussion Summary for the Consideration on the Application of IFRS in 
Japan” which was published in July 2012. On June 20, the BAC issued “The Present Policy on the 
Application of IFRS” as a wrap-up of deliberations.

 The report pointed out the importance of the contribution to the global standard setting process (having 
a voice in development process of IFRS), continuing permitting application of IFRSs and maintaining 
JGAAP at a high level as basic principles. The report made three recommendations as below. 

 Three recommendations:
ⅰ）Relaxation of statutory requirements for eligibility to voluntary application of IFRS

• Eliminate two existing requirements (being a listed company and having a subsidiary of 
material size abroad) will contribute to significant increase in the population of entities that 
are permitted to use IFRSs in Japan.

• The requirement of having established an appropriate internal framework for IFRS-based 
consolidated financial reporting will be retained.

ⅱ）A process to incorporate IFRS
• A new process of endorsement (process to incorporate IFRS into the national standards) 

would be conducted by ASBJ and that may result in amendments to IFRS.
• The detail of amendments and the timing of the introduction will be discussed later.

ⅲ）Simplification of the disclosure of non-consolidated financial statements
• Certain disclosures currently required in separate financial statements under the Japanese 

Financial Instruments and Exchange Act should be prepared in accordance with the 
requirement under the Companies Act, as long as current disclosure requirements for these 
two sets of disclosures do not have major discrepancies or sufficient disclosure is made on 
consolidated financial statements prepared in accordance with the FIEA.

• Further discussion will be conducted as to the necessity of other disclosure requirements.11
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Industry’s View on Accounting Standards
 Recognition of current situation

1) Listed companies in Japan are allowed to use IFRS, and assess and evaluate their own 
needs and cost efficiency of the standards to decide whether to adopt IFRS.  

2) The Japanese GAAP is almost equivalent to IFRS. For major differences (e.g., net income 
and recycling, fair value measurement, goodwill amortisation), relevant parties across 
Japan have teamed up to propose revisions of IFRS. These issues are also under debate 
as important issues internationally.

3) Global companies select standards suitable for their business strategy and operations, 
taking the above into account. (The companies using the US GAAP closely monitor the 
trends in the US systems.) Many other companies find little benefit of using other 
standards (e.g., IFRS) than the Japanese GAAP which really reflects the business 
environment and trade practices in Japan. 

 Basic stance
1) Whichever accounting standards a company adopts, business activities are to be 

expressed most faithfully based on the standards. For this end, each standard should be 
improved so that it contributes to strengthening of basis of companies. 

2) Whichever accounting standards a company adopts, financial statement should provide 
information truly necessary for investors, etc. For this end, disclosure should be most 
effective while avoiding unnecessary cost for preparation.

 (Reference) Policy proposal from KEIDANREN (Japan Business Federation)
On June 2013, Keidanren issued policy proposals on corporate accounting system. This 
reconfirms current position of Japanese industry. The main points are;
1) Maintaining the current system (JGAAP, IFRS and US GAAP coexist)
2) The quality of JGAAP needs to be at a high level and 
3) The financial disclosure under the Japanese Financial Instruments and Exchange Act 

should be based only on consolidated statements.



Applicable Accounting Standards for Japanese Companies

Classification No. of companies Consolidated Non‐consolidated

Listed companies Approx. 3,600
Including 32 companies using U.S. 
standards and 14 companies 
using IFRS

Companies disclosing information 
according to the Financial 
Instruments and Exchange Act (1)
(excluding listed companies)

Approx. 1,000

Large companies under the 
Companies Act (2)
(excluding listed companies and (1))
(500 million yen or more in capital or 
20 billion yen or more in total 
liabilities)

Approx. 10,000
Excluding listed companies and 
companies falling under (1)

Companies other than above
(excluding listed companies, (1) and 
(2))

Approx. 2,600,000
Excluding listed companies and 
companies falling under (1) and
(2)

Voluntary application 
of international 

accounting standards
(US GAAP and IFRS)

Japanese GAAP

No Mandatory 
requirement for 
preparation

(Japanese GAAP)

Japanese GAAP

Guidelines on SME 
accounting

Outline of SME 
accounting

(Source) Prepared based on ‘the  report on discussion about accounting standards for unlisted companies”
(1) Companies disclosing information according to the Financial Instruments and Exchange Act: Companies where the number of persons to which 
solicitation for public offering or secondary distribution of securities is made is 50 or more and the offering (distribution) price is 100 million yen or more 
and companies with at least 500 investors are required to submit securities registration statements or annual securities reports (Articles 5, 24 and other 
provisions of the Financial Instruments and Exchange Act ).
(2) Large companies under the Companies Act: A company with capital of 500 million yen or more or total liabilities of 20 billion yen or more are defined 
as a “large company” and is required to elect an “accounting auditor” from among certified public accountants, etc. and have the accounting auditor 
audit its financial statements, supplementary schedules thereof and temporary financial statements (Article 328 and Article 396, Paragraph 1 of the 
Companies Act). Also, companies with an accounting auditor are allowed to prepare consolidated financial statements provided that those statements 
are audited (Article 444 and Paragraph 4 of the same article of  the Companies Act). 
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 The current situation is indicated as follows. *The number of companies: current as of end  of June of 2013.

Category of 
industry

JPN 
stand
ards

U.S. standards IFRS Category of industry
JPN 
stand
ards

U.S. standards IFRS

Fishery, agriculture &
forestry 11 Precision instruments 49 HOYA 1

Mining 8 Other products 108

Construction 173 Electric power & gas 25

Foods 130NIPPON MEAT PACKERS 1 Japan Tobacco 1 Land transportation 63

Textiles & apparels 55WACOAL HOLDINGS 1 Marine transportation 16

Pulp & paper 26 Air transportation 6

Chemicals 209FUJIFILM Holdings 1 Warehousing & harbor 
transportation service 44

Pharmaceutical 58 Chugai
Pharmaceutical 1 Information & communication 338

Internet Initiative Japan, 
NIPPON TELEGRAPH AND 
TELEPHONE, NTT 
DOCOMO, KONAMI, Jupiter 
Telecommunications

5 NEXON 1

Oil & coal products 13 Wholesale trade 345 ITOCHU, MITSUI, Mitsubishi,
Marubeni 4 Sumitomo, 

Sojitu 2

Rubber products 19 Retail trade 347
Glass & ceramics 

products 62 Nippon Sheet Glass 1 Banks 93

Iron & steel 51 Securities & commodity futures 38 Nomura Holdings 1 SBI Holdings 
MONEX 2

Non-ferrous metals 38 Insurance 11

Metal products 92 Other financing business 32 ORIX 1

Machinery 230KOMATSU, Kubota, Makita 3 Real estate 112 TOSEI 1

Electric appliances 257

Hitachi, TOSHIBA, Mitsubishi 
Electric, NIDEC, OMRON, 
Panasonic, Sony, TDK, 
ADVANTEST, KYOCERA, 
Murata Manufacturing, Canon, 
Ricoh

13 Nihon Dempa Kogyo, 
ANRITSU 2 Services 345 DeNA, 

Rakuten 2

Transportation 
equipment 100TOYOTA, Honda 2 Total 3,504 32 14

Application of Accounting Standards
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